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1 Introduction 
Roughly 30% of the world ocean volume has temperatures below 2°C. 
Paleoceanographic data have revealed that this was not always the case. 
Before the Drake Passage opened due to continental drift about 30 Myr 
BP the climate of the ocean was considerably warmer. In the course of the 
establishment of the Southern Ocean in its present shape the difference 
between surface and bottom temperatures in equatorial regions changed 
from about 7°C to its present value of about 26°C (Berger 1981). The 
polar climate of the southern hemisphere got increasingly colder by the 
growth of glacial ice on the Antarctic continent and the gradual devel-
opment of the sea ice cover around it. Today the seasonal cycle changes 
the sea ice extent in the Southern Ocean from about 3 ·106km2 in austral 
summer to 20· 106km2 in austral winter, an area which is roughly as big 
as the N orth Atlantic Ocean. 
The general cooling of the southern high latitudes of our planet was 
accompanied by a corresponding development of the present cold water 
sphere in the entire world ocean. The production of the cold water takes 
place in the polar regions. The coldest and heaviest water masses - com-
bined under the name Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) - are formed 
in the Southern Ocean a11 around Antarctica, predominantly adjacent to 
the continent in the subpolar seas - the Wedde11 and Ross Seas. The for-
mation is a consequence of a complex chain of interactions between the 
ocean, sea and shelf ice and the atmosphere. Ventilation processes origi-
nating from heat transfer across the air-ocean interface and brine release 
due to sea ice production generate meridional overturning of the world 
ocean which carries passive tracers such as oxygen and carbon dioxide 
into the deep ocean. These deep ventilation processes are believed to be 
responsible for the anomalously cold state of the modern ocean. 
The opening of the Drake Passage also established the strongest 
current system in the world ocean, the Antarctic Circumpolar Cur-
rent (ACC) , with mass transport of roughly 130Sv (lSv = 106m 3 8-1). 
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Though primarily driven by the wind the ACC contains a strong thermo-
haline driven component originating from the deep-reaching convection 
under the sea ice. As the most important link between the ocean basins 
of the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Oceans, it serves as a conduit of all 
active and passive tracers which affect the climate, notably heat and salt 
which strongly influence the oceanic mass stratification and consequently 
the ocean circulation, and the greenhouse gas carbon dioxide. 
The strong circulation of the ACC acts as barrier to the meridional 
exchange of properties between the Southern Ocean and the oceans to 
the north. Unlike other oceans where the poleward transfer of heat is 
mainly carried by the mean geostrophic currents, the Southern Ocean 
circulation has to establish the he at transfer in frictional boundary layers 
and by transient motions. The vigorous meso-scale eddy field originating 
from internal instabilities of the ACC is the main carrier of heat poleward 
to the south. This meridional heat transport is intimately related to the 
dynamical balance of the ACC which can only establish the observed size 
of the current by downward flux of moment um due to the eddy action 
and subsequent loss by pressure action at submarine topography. 
The remote location and the hostile climate of the Southern Ocean is 
mostly responsible for our lack of knowledge of many important processes 
which act in the area of the Southern Ocean and influence other ocean 
regions and ultimately our climate. Models of the sea ice cover, water 
mass formation and ocean circulation thus constitute an important tool to 
investigate and interrelate these processes. In the following we will discuss 
the processes involved in the he at transport across the Polar Front, the 
dynamical balance of the ACC, and formation of bottom water in the 
Weddell Sea. A broader view of the subject is given by Gordon (1988), 
Nowlin and Klinck (1986) and Whitworth III (1988). 
2 The heat link: the transport of heat across the 
polar front 
The Southern Ocean is bounded to the north by a circumpolar system 
of fronts, the Polar Front (PF) and the Subantarctic Front (SAF) which 
separate the cold Antarctic water from the warmer waters to the north. 
The area south of this frontal boundary is exposed to the cold polar air 
masses which leads to substantial cooling of the surface waters. Gordon 
and Owens (1987) have estimated that on average about O.3PW (lPW = 
1Petawatt= 1015W) leave the ocean to the atmosphere in the region south 
of the Polar Front. This loss of heat must be compensated by a meridional 
net southward heat transport across the front. It is customary to separate 
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the total heat transport into different components which are associated 
with different components of the velocity field such as the time mean 
flow or the eddy field (see e.g. Bryan 1982). The aim of course is to 
identify different physical mechanisms which have an effect on the mean 
he at transport and its possible variations in space and time. 
2.1 The components of he at transport 
For this purpose we consider the heat balance of the piece of ocean 
bounded to the south by the Antarctic continent (with coast line f s) 
and to the north by a circumpolar belt (a surface f with circumpolar 
outcrops f N at the sea surface and f B at the bottom). Different shapes 
of the surface f will be specified later. The mass and heat balance of this 
piece of ocean may be expressed as 
MF 1 dapw = (MF)ICE - :tMS 
(1) 
HF = 1 dapcpTw = QSURF - L(MF)ICE - %t HS 
where w is the velocity component normal to f, (M F)ICE the mass flux of 
ice across f s , L the latent heat of fusion of ice, da the area element on f, 
and Q SU RF the net heat flux across the ocean surface to the atmosphere 
(about 0.3PW if f N is identified with the Polar Front). The storage 
terms for mass and heat are denoted by M Sand H S, respectively. The 
density p and specific heat cp will be treated as constant for the sake of 
simplicity. 
The mass flux of icebergs (M F)ICE is in fact a fairly small con-
tribution to any mass flux (and hence L(MF)ICE to any heat flux) 
considered in this problem. According to estimates of the mass bal-
ance of the Antarctic ice shield (e.g. Warrick and Oerlemans 1990) 
we find (M FhcE ::::; 1O-7kgs- 1 corresponding to 1O-4S v and hence 
L(MF)ICE ::::; 1O-3PW. We therefore neglect the ice flux across f s . 
Furthermore, we split the circulation into its time mean (denote by an 
overbar) and deviation (denoted by a dash), i.e 
q = q+ q' (2) 
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for any quantity q. The part q' is identified with the transient eddies. 




N otice that the heat fiux HF across the circumpolar belt r only de-
pends on the shape of the surface outcrop r N , all possible subsurface 
shapes must yield the identical normal heat transport equal to Q SU RF' 
As a consequence of the vanishing of the net mass fiux M F we further 
leam that HF is independent of the zero of the temperature scale, i.e. 
(4) 
for any constant To. In fact this property enables us to identify HF as 
the fiux of heat. 
Our aim is now to identify the role of different physical mechanisms 
contributing to HF such as the heat transport by the time-mean fiow 
and the transient eddies, by geostrophic and ageostrophic motions, by 
the barotropic and baroclinic fiow or standing and transient eddies. It is 
quite obvious that any such separation must sum up to the same value 
QSURF for any given r N . We willlearn further that the importance of 
almost any of the mentioned components of the fiow in carrying heat 
across rN is highly dependent on the shape of r. In fact there is no sense 
in attributing specific magnitudes to any heat fiux component in general. 
The time mean heat fiux may be expressed as sum of the heat fiux 
H Fm due to the time mean fiow and the contribution H Fe by the tran-
sient eddies 
Further separation concerns the time mean current w. I t may again be 





The ageostrophic motion is associated with the Ekman transport con-
fined to the planetary boundary layers at the ocean surface and possibly 
frictionally controlled fiow near the ocean bottom. Since vertical varia-
tions of the temperature are small in each of these boundary layers the 
heat fiux by ageostrophic motion is fairly well approximated by 
(8) 
for the surface layer and correspondingly for the bottom part. Here 
(9) 
is the local Ekman transport established by the wind component Ts which 
is parallel to r N . In contrast to HF or H Fm the Ekman contribution 
HF::; is not independent of the temperature constant To (since the net of 
Vag does not vanish). We may thus obtain any desired va~ue by suitably 
choosing To, e.g. H Fa'; = 0 for a circumpolar path along Tsu RF = To· 
A corresponding arbitrariness is attached to the geostrophic part 
(10) 
by different choices of Ta but also for different circumpolar belts r . Split-
ting wg into the horizontal and vertical components we have 
(11) 
where u and v are zonal and meridional velocities, respectively, and a is 
the vector resulting from couterclockwise rotation of a by 7r /2. We may 
rewri te (10) as 
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(12) 
where (nh' n v ) is the unit vector which is locally perpendicular to f. The 
magnitude of the horizontal part is roughly estimated to be of order 
1PW (with 6.T '" 1I<, vg '" 0.01ms-1, ocean depth h '" 4000m and 
a circumpolar path of length 20000km) while the contribution of the 
vertical part is usually much smaller ( by a factor ßB / f '" 0.05 where B 
is the horizontal width covered by the belt f). However we easily find 
a belt for which the horizonal part vanishes identically and H Fgm thus 
becomes very small of order 10-2 PW . We may choose f as defined by 
the relation 
p(x, z) - p(xo, z) = 0 (13) 
for any point Xo on a circumpolar surface isobar. Then nh . ug = 0 and 
only the small vertical part of (12) remains, 
(14) 
Here T and wg are evaluated on r but the integration extends over the 
horizontal projection of it. Notice that f is vertical at x = Xo but is 
generally tilted at other locations. Obviously, transient eddies and fric-
tional flow must carry the heat (at the required rate Q SU RF) across the 
corresponding circumpolar path. 
In quasigeostrophic scaling the above vertical contribution would not 
appear in the lowest (geostrophic) order of the theory. A further point to 
make in this context concerns the separation of the time mean fields into 
the zonal average and the deviation, called the standing eddy part (fol-
lowing atmospheric notation). Then the question of relative importance 
of the standing versus transient eddies in carrying heat across latitudes 
arises. However answers cannot be general if one extends the concept 
of standing eddies to other circumpolar paths. Obviously, there are no 
standing geostrophic eddies for the geostrophic streamline stack consid-
ered above . 
Another peculiar belt was chosen by DeSzoeke and Levine (1981) in the 
only attempt (known to the author) made so far to estimate the heat flux 
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H Fm from oceanic observations. To circumvent the well-known problem 
of determining the absolute geostrophic current from hydrography they 
took r defined by the vertical belt of constant vertically integrated po-
tential temperature 
r: jO dzT(x, z) = Tl = constant. 
-h(x) 
(15) 
Separating the geostrophic velocity (which is now horizontal) into the 
barotropic and baroclinic components 
Ug = Ubt(S) + Ube(S, z) 
OUbe 9 op 
-- ---
oz f Os (16) 
jo dZUbe = 0 
-h(x) 
it is found that the unknown barotropic contribution cancels from the 
heat fiux 
if To = Tl. 
1 ds jO dZUbe(T - To) Ir -h(x) 
2.2 An estimate from hydrographie data 
(17) 
DeSzoeke and Levine (1981) applied this concept to a circumpolar path 
of constant vertically integrated potential temperature Tl = 1.3°C which 
is dose to the Polar Front. It was found that the Ekman transport carries 
28Sv and O.15PW (with respect to 1.3°C) across this path to the north. 
They further showed that the geostrophic he at transport is negligibly 
small, H F'; ~ 0 with a minimum error of O.05PW (assuming that data 
at different levels are totally uncorrelated) and a worst error of O.23PW 
(assuming perfect correlation which is highly unlikely). The heat balance 
then reads 
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Hr: + HFa"d + HFe + HFmiss = QSURF 
o + 0.15 + ? + ? = -0.30PW 
where H Fmiss stands for possibly overlooked contributions, perhaps asso-
ciated with frictional flow near the bottom, inertial flows in deep canyons 
or unresolved geostrophic motion. This latter problem may particularly 
concern Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) escaping the course station 
spacing dose to the bottom. The transport of the cold AABW is not 
wen known, values between 2 and 25Sv are given by various authors (see 
e.g. Fahrbach et al. 1992). The lower range of these values applies to 
more southerly latitudes dose to the formation regions around Antarc-
tica. Further north the definition of AABW is widened to indude waters 
entrained by mixing processes. We will discuss one of the most important 
formation processes of AABW in chapter 4 in more detail and suggest 
that 10Sv is a realistic upper bound for the formation rate an around 
Antarctica. With a volume transport of 10Sv, at -0.5°C, the AABW 
would transport 0.07 PW (with respect to 1.3°C) to the south. 
The above balance thus requires a substantial contribution from the 
turbulent eddy field which is known from satellite altimetry and other 
in-situ observations to be particularly vigorous in this part of the world 
ocean. To dose the heat balance of the Southern Ocean south of the 
Polar Front the eddies must carry about O.4PW to the south (the uncer-
tainty of this estimate is quite large, possibly ±0.2PW). Bryden (1983) 
has estimated the heat of an individual eddy in the Drake Passage area 
as 0.013PW so that about 20 to 30 eddies of this size are required at 
any time around the circumpolar belt to accomplish the O.4PW. This 
appears to be a reasonable number. Nowlin and Klinck (1986) support 
this magnitude of the heat flux due to single eddies by other observations. 
We can also support this magnitude by results from consideration of 
the momentum balance of the ACe. We will show below in chapter 3 
that lateral transport of heat and the vertical transfer of momentum 
through the water column are mutually dependent. It is for this reason 
that the momentum balance of the flow along the Polar Front has strong 
implications for the heat transport across it. 
3 The circumpolar link: the strength of the Antarc-
tic Circumpolar Current 
The wind-driven branch of the circulation in the world ocean is structured 
in cens which are approximately confined to separate ocean basins. In 
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the thermohaline branch the basins are however connected. The deep 
ventilation is triggered by production of cold dense water masses in high 
latitudes of the North Atlantic and the Southern Ocean and penetrate 
from there into the other basins. The deep water formed in the North 
Atlantic moves south across the equator into the circumpolar region and 
is carried by the ACC into the Indian and Pacific Oceans. It spreads in 
these basins even further north with gradual upwelling all along its path 
and concentrated upwelling in the equatorial regions. The loop is closed 
by the current system in the surface layers and transport (of salinity and 
passive tracers) induced by transient motions, forming a huge conveyor 
belt (e.g. Gordon 1986) which connects all basins of the world ocean. 
The water masses formed in the Southern Ocean (see chapter 4) spread 
with and across the ACC and fill the bottom layer of all ocean basins 
(e.g. Emery and Meincke 1986). 
The ACe is thus a major conduit in the thermohaline ventilation sys-
tem. Its strength is set by the reaction of the fluid to the forcing functions 
- wind and buoyancy flux at the surface - and the geometry and topog-
raphy of the circumpolar domain. Measuring the transport and internal 
structure of the current and understanding its dynamical balance has 
long been a major task of research (see e.g. the review of Nowlin and 
Klinck 1986). The strong eastward surface wind stress in the circum-
polar belt must obviously be considered as principle driving agent. The 
problem of early concepts of the balance was to find an effective sink 
of momentum. In the latitude band of the Drake Passage there are no 
continental barriers which could support a net zonal pressure gradient as 
in the other basins and thereby oppose the acceleration of the current 
by the wind. Conventional parametrisation of friction - in the form of 
lateral or vertical diffusion of moment um or bottom friction - gave rather 
unsatisfactory results (Hidaka and Tsuchiya 1953, Gill1968 and others). 
The current amplitudes in these models are proportional to the applied 
wind stress and inversely proportional to the values of the frictional pa-
rameters, e.g. for lateral friction the mass transport scales as Ts D3 / Ah 
where Ts is the wind stress amplitude, D the current width and A h the 
lateral eddy viscosity. Hidaka thus faced the difficulty of explaining the 
observed transport values of about 100Sv with reasonable values for the 
model friction and the observed wind stress. 
In one of the earliest papers on this problem Munk and Palmen (1951) 
suggested a solution which today still appears as the only acceptable way 
out of a frictionally controlled balance of the current. Though continental 
barriers are absent, there are significant submarine ridges to build up net 
zonal pressure gradients. Munk and Palmen speculate that this could 
enable a transfer of moment um to the solid earth. A balance with the 
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wind stress can occur only if the flow establishes pressure differences 
across the ridges with the appropriate sign (higher pressure value on the 
western side for westerly winds) and magnitude. To balance a stress 
of 1O-4m2 s-2 apressure difference of only a few dynamic centimeters is 
required across a ridge of a few thousand kilometers. 
For this balance to operate, the moment um given to the ocean at the 
surface must be transferred down to the blocked depths where the flux 
by pressure differences across topography into the solid earth - the so-
called topographie form stress or mountain drag - can be effective. This 
vertical transport of momentum must be extremely large compared to 
other oceanic areas. To transmit the wind stress of the above magnitude 
in the observed vertical current shear of about O.lms- 1 over lOOOm by 
vertical diffusion, an equivalent value of vertical eddy viscosity of 1m2s-1 
is needed. This is three or even four orders of magnitude larger than 
elsewhere (large scale oceanic models generally use 1O-4m2 S-l). However, 
inverse models of the ACC which are based on hydrographie data, fully 
support these high values of the vertical transport of momentum (Olbers 
and Wenzel 1989). 
Three-dimensional turbulence of small scale is unlikely to support such 
a large transport of momentum. However, turbulence of larger scale -
meso-scale quasigeostrophic eddies - populate the current . Generated by 
mixed barotropic-baroclinic instability of the mean flow the mesoscale 
eddies are crucial to CLchieve the balance of the current . 
3.1 The role of eddies in the dynamical balance 
Like other large-scale ocean currents the ACC is in geostrophic balance: 
the horizontal velocity component in the direction of the flow is - to 
a very good approximation - given by the pressure gradient across it. 
However, this relation does not give insight into the dynamical balance 
of the flow, asking for the principle external forces imparting momentum 
into the fluid, the mechanisms which redistribute it in the interior, and 
the sinks by which the moment um leaves the fluid, ultimately allowing 
for a steady state (possibly after averaging over the time scale of transient 
eddies) and determining the strength of the current. The answer to this 
question resides in projections of the momentum balance equations which 
are not dominated by the geostrophic relation, as e.g. the component of 
the balance along the flow. 
Introducing horizontal coordinates s along an arbitrary circumpolar 
path on the depth level z and n normal to it the s-component of the 
momentum balance reads 
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(18) 
where (u, V, w) is the velocity vector in (s, n, z )-coordinates and 'rJ and 
( are the n- and z-components of the relative vorticity, respectively. F 
denotes frictional terms and [ the terms arising from transient eddies. 
The vanishing time rate of change is included here for easier identification. 
As mentioned above, u is in approximate geostrophic balance 
0-Ju = _--.!!.. 
on (19) 
and v = 0 if the path is oriented along the streamline of the time mean 
fiow (s, n then define the natural coordinates of the mean fiow). 
The external forcing by wind stress couples to the friction term F if 
(18) is integrated vertically from the surface to any depth. Thermohaline 
forcing, however, enters only indirectly via its effect on the baroclinic 
part of the pressure field. 
The geostrophic terms almost entirely cancel by averaging (18) around 
the circumpolar path, 
f ds (-(f + ()v + wfj) = f ds([ + F) - L b.(p + ~v2). (20) 
r,dges 
The only pressure forces remaining are those acting on submarine ridges 
which intersect the path at the level z. 
Terms involving vertical advection (time mean and eddies) are small, 
in quasigeostrophic (QG) scaling they do not appear in the lowest or-
der approximation of (18). Furthermore, since the circumpolar average 
of the geostrophic velo city vanishes, the Coriolis term is dominated by 
the ageostrophic velocity. Abbreviating the circumpolar integration by 
cornered brackets we have 
< Jv >~ Ja < Vag> + L b.Pg (21 ) 
ridges 
and in QG scaling (20) then reads 
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-fa< Vag> - < vig >=< F> + < E > - L 6.(Pag + ~v;). (22) 
ridges 
Considering a geostrophic streamline as a circumpolar contour (so that 
vg vanishes) it becomes clear at this stage that eddy and frictional effects 
must be important at levels where the path is not interrupted by to-
pography. Below such levels the pressure force on submarine mountains 
may come into play. We will substantiate the importance of these terms 
below. 
In the circumpolar average the term E representing the direct effect of 
transient eddies becomes 
< E >=< v'e' > - ~ 6.( ~VI2) L.- 2 . 
ridges 
(23) 
There are however indirect effects of transient eddies buried in the 
ageostrophic Coriolis force. Integrating the mass conservation equation 
over the horizontal area enclosed by the circumpolar path and the coast-
line of Antarctica and utilizing the buoyancy balance in the adiabatic 
form, it is found that the ageostrophic flow across the path is related to 
the lateral (mean and eddy) flux of buoyancy in the form 
{) +0 --
1; - - JI - b + 'b' o < Vag >- {)z N2 < Vg V > (24) 
where b is the buoyancy and N the Brunt-Väisälä frequency. The av-
eraged momentum balance (22) may then conveniently be rewritten in 
terms of the lateral (mean and eddy) flux of the QG potential vorticity 
The flux due to transient eddies is given by 




The thermal wind relation allows to commute v with the vertical deriva-
tive. A corresponding expression holds for < v/:J >. The balance (22) 
then becomes 
-« vi) > + < v'Q' » =< F > - ?= ~ (ßag + ~(v; + v'2)). (27) 
rtdges 
This equation expresses the dynamical balance of the ACC as the inter-
play of three distinct physical processes: those arising from eddies, fric-
tion and the time-mean pressure field. The frictional force F sterns from 
the transfer of moment um due to mechanically driven three-dimensional 
small scale turbulence limited to the near-surface layer which is directly 
stirred by the wind. The terms on the lhs represent the lateral fluxes 
of potential vorticity. Notice that the first term describes the flux due 
to stationary standing eddies (evaluated with respect to the given ar-
bitrary circumpolar contour). The second term is the flux of potential 
vorticity due to the transient eddies in the current. This flux is thus 
achieved by meso-scale turbulent motion which is quasi-two-dimensional 
and geostrophically balanced. 
The eddy flux of potential vorticity consists of two parts. The lateral 
eddy relative vorticity flux < v'C' > represents the convergence of eddy 
momentum fluxes. We show below that this is just the familiar (negative) 
meridional divergence of the Reynolds stress < u'v' > if the path is 
oriented zonally. The physics of the second part may be more easily 
understood if the buoyancy b' is replaced by the vertical displacement 
z' = -b' / N 2 of the mean isopycnals by the eddies. The eddy buoyancy 
flux 
- - N 2 op' N 2 ---azt 
< v'b' >= _N2 < v'z' >= -- < z'- >= - < p'- > (28) Ja os Ja os 
is then related to the eddy interfacial form stress < z' op' / 0 s >. It de-
scribes the acceleration of fluid by horizontal pressure forces op/ os on 
the eddy scale across the tilted interface z' = const of a material fluid 
volume thus establishing a vertical transport of horizontal moment um 
(see e.g Rhines and Holland (1977) or Johnson and Bryden (1989)). In 
this Lagrangian framework the eddy buoyancy flux represents a vertical 
transfer of momentum through the water column. A similar reasoning 
applies to the contribution due to standing eddies. 
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The third process - the pressure forces on submarine mountains -
acts only when the circumpolar contour hits submarine ridges. In the 
ACC belt this occurs at levels below about 2000m depth. This pressure 
force is a property of the time mean flow; it results by adjustment of the 
mass field to wind and thermohaline forcing and to the geometry and 
topography of the ocean basin (see e.g. Olbers et al. 1993). 
The moment um balance for any layer of fluid is obtained by vertical 
integration. If the layer extends from a level z = Zo to the bottom 
z = -h(s) on the contour, the ageostrophic pressure force converts to a 
stress 
j' ZO oh 0-_ dz I: tlpag = - < Pag os >=< h ;;g > 
hmax ridges 
(29) 
The corresponding geostrophic part of this stress results from the integra-
tion of the stretching term of the potential vorticity flux of the standing 
eddies 
(30) 
The stress< hop/os > is known as the bottom form stress or mountain 
drag. It transfers momentum from the fluid to the earth (or vi ce versa, 
in this case it is not a drag) by the time mean horizontal pressure force at 
the bottom. Apparently, this can work only if the ocean depth and the 
bottom pressure are out of phase. To lowest order in geostrophic scaling 
the bottom form stress may be evaluated using the geostrophic pressure 
field at the bottom. 
The standing eddy contribution vanishes identically if the contour is a 
geostrophic streamline. In this case the flux of potential vorticity due to 
transient eddies remains to balance the frictional stress divergence and 
the pressure force. We see again - as discussed above for the heat flux -
that the importance of contour-averaged flux terms depends very much 
on the shape of the contour. At levels which are not constrained by 
topography we then get the dynamical balance in the simple form 
-- o<f> 
- < v'Q' >=< F >= --=--OZ (31) 
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where 7 is the frictional stress component parallel to the contour at level z 
(lateral friction may be neglected if eddies are resolved). Below the wind-
mixed layer where the frictional stress vanishes the lateral flux of potential 
vorticity must vanish identically. This does not mean that eddies are 
absent or have no effect on the mean flow, rather it is indicating that 
different contributions to the eddy flux < v'Q' > compensate. As we 
know from chapter 2 the eddies must be quite vigorous to carry he at 
across circumpolar latitudes. The connection to the flux of potential 
vorticity is drawn below in section 3.3. We should realize here that the 
vanishing of < v'Q' > in the ocean interior requires the absence of a 
large-scale gradient of potential vorticity. Overwelming evidence of nearly 
constant potential vorticity on isopycnals in the Southern Ocean has been 
presented by Marshall et al. (1993). 
Equation (27) gives a convenient framework to analyse the dynamical 
balance of a circumpolar flow. In the traditional view, s is taken along 
the zonal direction. Alternatively, natural coordinates may be taken, in 
which case s is along the streamline of the time mean geostrophic flow 
(e.g. Marshall et al. 1993). This approach highlights the underlying 
physics and rale of the transient eddies, since standing eddies are absent. 
The relation between the normal eddy flux across an arbitrary path -
established by standing and transient components - and the flux across a 
mean streamline - established by transients alone - is readily obtained by 
integrating the time-average potential vorticity balance over the enclosed 
area, resulting in 
J ds(vyCJ + v'Q') - i v'Q' = 
hny path streamline 
(32) 
= dAk· \7 X-. 1 07 enc/osed area 0 Z 
If there is no applied stress or friction - as in the interior where 7 = 0 -
we see that the sum of steady and transient eddies across any contour is 
exactly equal to the transient eddy flux across a mean streamline. This 
points out the eminent rale of the transient motions in the dynamical 
balance. 
Other forms of the potential vorticity flux may be more familiar to 
the reader. Considering for example a zonal contour and for simplicity 
quasi-Cartesian coordinates we find 
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L I - 8 - 8 ---azt - < v,2 >= -- < u'v' > +- < p'- > 2 8y 8z 8x 
ridges 
(33) 
As outlined above the first term in (33) describes the horizontal conver-
gence of momentum, it arises directly from eddy terms in the moment um 
balance. The second term decribes vertical convergence of momentum 
and arises from the mean ageostrophic Coriolis force. The second iden-
tity (34) involves the divergence of the Eliassen-Palm vector, here written 
for the transient eddies (Eliassen and Palm 1961 , see also Stevens and 
I vchenko (1993) for the context of the ACe). 
We should emphasize that the balances have been derived in this chap-
ter on the basis of quasigeostrophic dynamics. Their essential form still 
applies to more complete physics. If we abandon the QG scaling the 
terms associated with vertical advection (mean and eddy) of momentum 
and buoyancy reappear in the balance (27), in particular the vertical 
eddy-induced fiux < u'w' > of momentum. These terms are small. In-
cluding the thermodynamics considered in primitive equation models, 
however, adds another term in (27). In particular south of the ACC di-
abatic sources of buoyancy must be considered which force ageostrophic 
fiow across the circumpolar path. A source 8 (the divergence of a fiux 
of buoyancy due to convection or diffusion) in the buoyancy balance at 
any vertical level z converts to an integral over the area enclosed by the 
coastline and the circumpolar path in the form 
8 J g8 foVa( z) = 8z dA N2 (35) 
in (24) and appears in addition to the standing and transient eddy fiux 
divergences of buoyancy in the dynamical balance (27) which then takes 
the more general form 
-« fJ/J > + < v'Q' » = 
(36) 
= foVo( z)+ < F > - L .6. (i5ag + ~(fJ; + V'2)). 
rldges 
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Notice that the diabatic buoyancy sources stand on equal footing with 
the viscous terms, i.e. they appear in the form of vertical fluxes. 
3.2 The dynamical balance in eddy resolving models of the 
Southern Ocean 
It has only recently become possible to run full primitive equation mod-
els with eddy resolution in large ocean domains. The Southern Ocean 
presents a particular problem because of its vast area and its weak strat-
ification (the baroclinic Rossby radius is between 5km and 15km (Houry 
et al. 1987)). If full thermodynamics are included and the stratification 
is realistic as e.g. in the Fine Resolution Antarctic Model (FRAM) , ed-
dies tend to be only marginally resolved (see FRAM 1991). On the other 
hand QG models of the ACC can choose the Rossby radii in relation to 
the given resolution of the model. These models therefore generally run 
with eddy resolution but too strong stratification. 
The dynamical balance of a zonally-periodic current has been inves-
tigated in many eddy resolving multilayer channel models with QG dy-
namics and idealised topography (e.g. Mc Williams et al. 1978, Wolfl' and 
Olbers 1989, Treguier and McWilliams 1990, Wolfl' et al. 1991, Marshall 
et al. 1993). These investigations have promoted the scenario first pro-
posed by Munk and Palmen (1951): the moment um imparted by the wind 
to the fluid at the surface is carried down through the water column by 
the eddies and leaves the fluid via bottom form drag (this mechanism dec-
celerates the earth). These processes have been discussed above. Below 
the surface layer the moment um balance is thus essentially frictionless. 
Recent analysis of a QG model of the Southern Ocean with realistic geom-
etry and topography (Wolf-Gladrow et al. 1993) and the FRAM model 
(Stevens and Ivchenko 1993) only marginally altered the basic concept. 
The latter authors showed in particular that the ageostrophic flow in-
duced by diabatic physics cannot be neglected, i.e. the term Ja Va is not 
small in (36). 
The realistic QG model of the ACC is an extension of the classical 
ß-plane channels used as an idealization of the circumpolar flow around 
the Antarctic continent. It has three layers of depth 1000m, 1500m and 
2500m and a horizontal resolution of 1/30 zonally and 1/60 meridionally 
which the resolves the wave scale of the Rossby radius quite well (the 
baroclinic Rossby radii are 18km and 9km). The domain extends from 
400 S to the Antarctic continent. The coast line is the 500m depth contour 
around the continents, while at 400 S the model domain is closed by asolid 
wall. The deep ocean topography is a linear unsmoothed interpolation 
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the 12'- data of the DBDB5 data (Heirtzler 1985) on the model grid. The 
topographie height above 5000m is then scaled down to 20% following 
quasi-geostrophic requirements. 
An instantaneous view of the circulation in the upper layer is shown in 
Figure 1. It exhibits the ACe (visible as the thin continuous bands associ-
ated with the fronts) imbedded in an intense mesoscale eddy variability. 
The latter is mostly found in areas with strong topographie features -
namely the area behind the Drake Passage, the Kerguelen in the sector 
of the Indian Ocean and the Maquarie Ridge area south of New Zealand. 
The ftow has a strong barotropic component so that the currents at deeper 
levels appear rather similar. 
Figure 2 displays the terms of the zonally averaged balance of the zonal 
momentum of the three layers of the model. The dynamical balance 
(27) is thus considered with averaging along latitudes and integration 
is performed over the individual layers. The vertical divergence of the 
interfacial form stress then appears as the difference between the values 
at the top and bottom of each layer and the pressure force on the bottom 
converts to the bottom form stress as given by (29) and (30). Zonal 
averaging has also been applied to latitudes that are blocked by continents 
(South America north of 55° Sand the Antarctic Peninsula south of 62° S) 
so that in addition to the terms considered for unconstrained latitudes, 
apressure force appears in the balance by which the ftow acts on the 
continental barriers. In contrast to the bottom form stress which to lowest 
non-vanishing order can be evaluated geostrophically, this pressure force 
on continents contains the ageostrophic pressure (the geostrophic pressure 
cancels since the continental boundary is a geostrophic streamline). It 
is shown in Wolf-Gladrow et al. (1993) how the ageostrophic pressure is 
calculated on solid lateral boundaries. 
It is seen in the figures that the wind input in the top layer is compen-
sated almost entirely by the eddy interfacial form stress. This mechanism 
hands the momentum down through the water column to the bottom 
layer. Here it leaves via the bottom form stress. All explicit friction 
terms are negligible, also the horizontal Reynolds stresses caused by the 
eddies and the pressure force on continents have only a minor role. They 
are not shown on the figures. 
The terms of the balance are combined in Figure 3 to the lateral ftux 
of potential vorticity by the eddies (transient and standing) as described 
in the preceding chapter. Apparently, in the middle layer, which has 
no explicit friction, the eddy ftux of potential vorticity is fairly small. 
This is also valid in the bottom layer since bottom friction is small . In 
the top layer, however, the eddy ftux is balanced by the prescribed wind 
stress. It should be noted that in the interior where vorticity sources are 
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Figure 1: An instananeous view of the streamfunction in the top layer 
of the quasigeostrophic simulation of the ACe. The streamfuriction is 
displayed in gray shading (the scale is repeated three times, each step 
corresponds to approximately 2Sv. The transport in this layer is 74Sv, 
the two deeper layers carry l05Sv. 
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Figure 2: The time and zonally averaged zonal momentum balance for 
the three layers of the quasigeostrophic simulation of the ACe. The three 
panels display the wind input (in the top layer 1), the bottom friction 
and the bottom form stress (in the bottom layer 3) , and the standing 
and transient interfacial form stresses (in all three layers). The frictional 
fluxes are plot ted in dotted lines, the form stresses in dashed lines if they 
are sources of momentum for the particular layer, or solid lines if they are 
sinks of momentum. In each case the transient eddies term is the smaller 
contribution. 
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absent, the potential vorticity becomes homogeneous as a consequence of 
the mixing by the vigorous eddy field. This is in good agreement with 
observation of this quantity (Marshall et al. 1993). 
3.3 The relation to the eddy heat flux 
The momentum balance of the mean fiow can be used to infer the mag-
nitude of the meridional heat fiux across the ACC (i.e. the Polar Front). 
The interfacial eddy form stress can be expressed in terms of the lateral 
eddy heat transport by relating the buoyancy and temperature variations 
of the eddies (neglecting salinity) 
< v' b' > < 1JTi > 
= N2 f!Ln. 
dz 
(37) 
where Tm(z) is the profile of the mean stratification in the area. A cor-
responding relation holds for the contribution due to standing eddies. 
We can however concentrate on the transient eddies by considering a 
geostrophic streamline. 
We have seen above that the redistribution of momentum by lateral 
Reynolds stresses is small. Below the wind-driven layer, frictional effects 
are small so that by (26) and (31) the eddy heat fiux in the water column 
is a constant . Its magnitude is set by the surface wind stress Ts (Marshall 
et al. 1993). Integration of (31) yields for these conditions 
[ 'T' )] z = Ts dT m < V > z=o Jo dz . (38) 
This implies that the eddy-driven northward heat fiux is given approxi-
mately by 
(39) 
where h is the ocean depth and L is the circumference of the path in 
question. The total meridional heat fiux by the eddies in the circumpolar 
belt is thus set via the dynamical balance of the ACC by the surface 
wind stress. With reasonable numbers for the stratification at the Polar 
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Figure 3: The time and zonally averaged potential vorticity flux (the sum 
of standing and transient eddies) and the friction terms for the three 
layers of the QG model. The friction terms are dotted lines, potential 
vorticity flux in the top layer is dashdot, the flux in the intermediate layer 
is the dashed line, and the flux in the bottom layer is the solid line. 
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of magnitude 0.24PW to the south as required by the rough analysis 
given in chapter 2. Though this result has been supported here by a 
model based on reduced physics it should also apply in a full ocean eddy 
resolving model and in the real ocean. It emerges out of the generally 
accepted scenario of a dynamical balance for the ACe. 
4 The water mass connection: formation of Antarc-
tic Bottom Water 
Oceanic motions are approximately adiabatic . Once a water parcel has 
got its imprint of temperature and salinity by heat and freshwater ex-
change with the air at the sea surface it conserves potential temperature 
and salinity thus moving on isopycnals. The distribution of potential den-
sity in the world ocean - as exemplified by the zonally averaged merid-
ional distribution (Figure 4) - shows that the deep cold water masses 
must originate from the polar seas. There is a drastic mismatch between 
the volume of the cold water sphere and its window at the sea surface 
through which the density structure allows interaction with the atmo-
sphere. As an example, water with temperatures below 4°C occupy 75% 
of the ocean volume but are in contact with atmosphere at only 4% of the 
sea surface. These polar gateways of the cold water sphere are thought 
to define the key role of the polar oceans in global climate. 
Formation of dcep water takes place in northern and southern high 
latitudes but the deepest and coldest water of the world ocean originates 
entirely in the south. Antarctic Bottom Water (AABVV) spreads far into 
the northern hemisphere filling the deep layers and influencing directly 
about 30% of the ocean volume (Worthington 1981). 
AABW is produced by a range of delicate formation processes which 
involve deep reaching convection within cells of very small diameter, and 
intricate mixing processes of water masses modified by sea ice freezing 
and shelf ice melting on the continental shelf and slope. The formation 
occurs south of the Polar Front either in the open ocean or along the 
continental margin, the latter predominantly in the southern Weddell Sea 
where according to Carmack (1977) 70% of the total AABW is formed. 
The basic mechanisms of the formation are understood (see e.g. Carmack 
1986). Only little, however, is known ofthe interplay of all the ingredients 
of AABW production and transport - convection, mixing and propagation 
- in particular the rates of formation and transport are subject to wild 
speculations. We can be sure that all these processes are not adequately 
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Figure 4: A section of the zonally averaged potential density in the world 
















The ultimate product AABW - in various different characteristic tem-
peraturejsalinity combinations as a consequence of the different forma-
tion processes and regions - is assumed to leave the Southern Ocean 
via deep boundary currents along topographie barriers into the northern 
ocean basins. Any change in the environmental conditions leading to the 
production and transport of AABW will have an effect on the meridional 
heat transport . The AABW component of the heat flux across the Polar 
Front was estimated above to be roughly 0.07 PW to the south. It was 
based on a transport of 10Sv across the Polar Front. We will demon-
strate the range of uncertainty of this value by modelling the dominant 
formation process in the Weddell Sea. 
4.1 Formation of AABW in the Weddell Sea 
The interior of this subpolar gyre is filled with three water masses sitting 
on top of each other: the Warm Deep Water (WDW, roughly 30% of 
volume, below the surface water masses down to roughly 1000m depth) 
with temperatures in the range ooe to 0.8°e, a broad layer of AABW 
(about 57%, between 1000m and 4500m depth) in the range -0.8°e to 
ooe and a thin layer of cold Weddell Sea Bottom Water (WSBW, roughly 
3%) in the range -1.4°e to -0.8°e. Figure 5 shows these water masses 
for a seetion across the Weddell Gyre made during the Winter Weddell 
Gyre Study in October 1989 (Fahrbach et al. 1991). 
Traditionally AABW is considered as the mixing product of WDWand 
WSBW (see the T-S-diagrams in Figure 6). Following the hypothesis of 
Foster and Carmack (1976) WSBW is formed on the continental shelf 
in aseries of mixing processes involving WDWand two further species: 
Western Shelf Water (WSW) - resulting from sea ice freezing on the 
shelf - and Winter Water (WW) which is a remnant of sea ice formation 
outside the shelf in the open ocean. Foldvig et al. (1985a) suggested an 
alternative route to AABW: according to their hypothesis WSBW results 
from mixing of WDWand !ce Shelf Water (ISW) . This latter is a very 
cold species (-2.4 to -2.00 e) which is formed by thermohaline processes 
under the huge Filchner and Ronne lee Shelves flowing from the Antarctic 
continent out on top of the ocean. Potential temperature seetions parallel 
to the ice shelf edges, representing typical Antarctic summer conditions, 
reveal distinct cores of ISW with temperatures as low as -2.2°e which 
is well below the freezing point at the surface (about -1.87°e at salinity 
35.0). 
Sverdrup (1940) assumed that ISW results from the modification of 
shelf water rrmsses due to he at loss at the base of deep-drafting ice shelves. 
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Figure 5: The seetion of temperature through the Weddell Sea in austral 
winter of 1989 (from the Winter Weddell Gyre Study 1989), at left the 
Antarctie Peninsula and at right Cape Norwegia on Antarctiea. There is 
a break in the eontour interval at O.2°C to display the temperatures in 
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Figure 6: The mixing proeesses for produetion of AABW in the T, S-
diagram (from Fahrbaeh et al. 1992). Water masses are indieated by the 
squares, mixing path ways by lines eonneeting the squares. The left panel 
shows formations of AABW through the Modified Warm Deep Water 
(MWDW) route (Foster and Carmaek 1976), while the right panel shows 









Figure 7: Map of the Filchner-Ronne lee Shelf area, including the topog-
raphy of iee bottom (in meters below sea level) and the possible paths of 
Western Shelf Water and lee Shelf Water along the seetions labeled A, 
B, and C. The loeation and numbers of the hydrographie stations used 
as boundary eonditions for the model are indieated at the eoast line. 
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was given by Robin (1979). He proposed that melting occurs at the 
grounding line and accumulation of ice near the ice shelf edge and re-
lated these processes to a single, essentially two-dimensional circula.tion 
regime. Hellmer and Olbers (1989) were the first to consider the full 
dynamical-thermodynamical implications of such a eireulation cell in a 
two-dimensional model and revealed the essential interconnection of ther-
mohaline processes at the iee shelf base and the sub-ice shelf cireulation. 
Melting and freezing at the base of an iee shelf not only result from the 
sub-ice shelf circulation but also drive it and, more specifically, lead to 
the modification of the shelf water masses. 
With referenee to Hellmer and Olbers (1991) we diseuss some results 
on the formation of ISW under the Filchner (FIS) and Ronne (RIS) lee 
Shelves. ISW is observed in front of the FIS and can be traced from the ice 
shelf edge until it fiows over a sill at the eontinental shelf break (Foldvig 
et al. 1985a,b) where it starts its mixing proeesses to produee AABW as 
desribed above. Two hypotheses are being diseussed eoncerning the path 
of Western Shelf Water (WSW) which is the source water mass of ISW. 
This water mass originates from the freezing of sea ice along the coast 
of the western Weddell Sea. Its temperature is therefore at the freezing 
point (about -1.86°C) corresponding to surface pressure and salinity. 
WSW is observed to enter the FIS in the Filchner Depression east of 
Berkner Island (Robin et al. 1983). As an alternative path Foldvig et 
al. (1985a) have postulated that WSW enter on the western side of the 
island and fiows under the RIS around to the Filchner side. 
In any case the fiow is driven under the ice by the thermohaline torque 
exerted by the temperature difference between the WSWat the front and 
the local freezing temperature at the shelf ice grounding line. The water 
comes in contaet with the iee at the grounding line and is cooled and 
diluted by melting of basal ice. It ereepes upward under the bottom of 
the shelf ice towards the front where it is expelled as the very cold ISW. If 
the water achieves local freezing temperature before the front is reaehed 
further pressure reduction will lead to super-cooling beyond the in-situ 
freezing point. This thermodynamie disequilibrium is compensated by 
the spontaneous formation of ice crystals in the water column and the 
aeeumulation of this marine ice under the ice shelf. Freezing rates of 
1mjyr or higher may oeeur. 
Hellmer and Olbers (1991) simulated the thermohaline eireulation 
around Berkner Island with a 2-dimensional model for different verti-
cal seetions indieated on Figure 7. At the shelf ice front, temperature 
and salinity profiles are preseribed from observations (stations 22, 25 , 
and 32 from Foldvig et al. 1985b, station 292 from Carmack and Foster 
1975). 
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Though the paths under the RIS are only a few hundred km apart 
the circulation along them differs drastically (Figure 8). Along path A 
(Figure 8a) the FIS is dominated by an anticlockwise cell transporting 
warm and salty water near the bottom into the sub-ice cavity. It diverges 
at the deepest point of the section at the tip of Berkner Island, the 
major part fiows back to the FIS side initiating the thermohaline scenario 
described above. A small branch supports a fiow through the sub-ice 
channel towards the front on the RIS. Under the RIS, however, an internal 
cell arises which is essentially driven by an ice pump mechanism (Lewis 
and Perkin 1986): in the deeper part the ice melts and the diluted plume 
rises to lower pressures where freezing takes over, and the ice is indirectly 
pumped upwards. The circulation cell is driven by the re-supply of basal 
ice by the ice fiow. Notice that water does not enter at the RIS front for 
path A. The meltwater plume which leaves there is modified WSW from 
the FIS side. The corresponding temperatures are displayed in Figure 
8b. Path B gives only a slight variation of A. 
The basic difference for path C (Figure 8c) is a slightly more saline 
bottom water at the RIS front (34.68 for C compared to 34.65 for A and 
34.67 for B). Both regimes are dominated by cells of the same orientation 
but in C the transport of the FIS-cell is decreased by a factor of two and 
the RIS-cell is increased by a factor of four. The latter now transports 
bottom water from the RIS side into the interior and feeds the meltwater 
plumes of ISW on both sides of the Berkner Island. 
Further investigation revealed that a critical salinity (for the present 
model version this is near 34.67) exists for the bottom layer at the RIS 
front which distinguishes between the two fiow regimes shown he re for 
the paths A (achieved for lower salinities) and C (achieved for higher 
salinities). They differ considerably with respect to their strength, their 
melting rates and of course also in their production rates and heat content 
of the resulting ISW. It is indeed conceivable that the seasonal cycle of 
ice freezing in the western shelf area of the \Veddell Sea switches between 
the conditions of path A and path C. 
4.2 An estimate of the formation rate of AABW 
In view of the complex picture of AABW formation, we must realize that 
the route of reasoning for connections between the poleward he at trans-
port and thermohaline processes in the remote areas around Antartica is 
fuH of side ways (we have not even considered open ocean convection) and 
paved with our lack of knowledge on many singles steps. Nevertheless, 
let us attempt to infer the formation rate of AABW from the model and 
mixing concept described above. 
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Figure 8: The flow beneath the Filcher-Ronne lce Shelf for scenario A 
(top panel) with corresponding potential temperatures (middle panel) 
and the flow for scenario C (bottom panel). Contour interval of the 
streamfunction is Im2s-1, for temperature O.05°C. 
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In both circulation patterns under the shelf cavity the two-dimensional 
mass transport of ISW out of the FIS is ~ 10m2 8-1, and, if multiplied 
by 120km, the observed width of the ISW core on the western flank of 
the Filchner depression (Foldvig et al. 1985b) we arrive at about lSv 
for the rate of production of ISW. This agrees favourably with Foldvig et 
al. (1985a) who inferred the transport of ISW in the Filchner depression 
from current meter messurements . 
Following now Foldvig's route ISW + WDW -t WSBW and WSBW 
+ WDW -t AABW it is an easy matter to estimate the fraction of ISW 
in each parcel of AABW using either heat or salt conservation in this 
mixing scheme. Thus we find from the heat conservation equations 
(1 - O')T1sW + O'TWDW = T WSBW 
( 40) 
(1 - ß)TwsBW + ßTWDW = TAABW 
that the basic members of the mixing process satisfy 
(1 - 0')(1 - ß)T1SW + (0'(1 - ß) + ß)TWDW = T AABW (41) 
With T1sW = -2.2°C, TWDw = 0.5°C, TwsBW = -1.2°C and TAABW = 
-O.4°C (mean values of the range in the Weddell Sea given by Foldvig 
et al. (1985a) and Carmack (1977)) we get 0' ~ 0.3, ß ~ 0.5 so that the 
fraction of ISW in AABW is given by (1 - 0')(1 - ß) ~ 0.35. 
Hence the formation rate of AABW in the Weddell Sea is approxi-
mately 3 times that of ISW. Following Carmack's (1977) estimate that 
only 70% of AABW is formed in this area we arrive, with a brave extrap-
olation, at a production rate of 5Sv for AABW from the ISW-route all 
around Antarctica. The formation process (Figure 6, left panel) involv-
ing Modified Warm Deep Water suggested by Foster and Carmack (1976) 
would add to this number. However, measurement of the level of the sta-
ble oxygen isotope 0 18 in AABW (Schlosser et al. 1990) indicates that 
the bot tom water receives a significant fraction of meteoric melt water 
resulting from the melting of shelf ice. It is therefore believed that the 
ISW-route dominates the production of AABW. The value of 10Sv used 
for the transport of AABW across the Polar Front in chapter 2 can thus 
be seen as an upper limit. 
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5 Conclusions 
The Southern Ocean is responsible for the cold climate of the present 
state of the world ocean. South of the Polar Front relatively warm water 
masses entering from northern oceans - mainly the Atlantic Ocean - are 
transformed to cold and heavy waters - notably the Antarctic Bottom 
Water - which spread northward and fill the bottom layers of the world 
ocean. The processes producing the cold deep water masses occur on 
small scales such as deep convection cells originating as a consequence of 
intricate thermohaline interaction of the ocean surface layer with the air 
and sea ice or with the the glacial ice at the bottom of the huge ice shelves 
around the Antarctic continent . The modification involves the mixing of 
various locally-produced water masses and others induced from remote 
areas . This process occurs on scales associated with the topography of 
the continental shelves and slopes. Also these scales are small compared 
to the broad ocean circulation. 
The replenishment of heat for the Antarctic zone south of the Polar 
Front is mainly accomplished by eddy activity arising from instability 
processes of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current. Hence this important 
process is again operating on scales much smaller than the mean circula-
ti on itself. We have also shown that the heat flux is intimately related to 
the dynamical balance of the mean flow in which mesoscale eddies play 
a dominant role. 
Wc have demonstrated that most of the above-mentioned processes 
can be simulated by suitably designed numerical models. In particu-
lar we have discussed results from an eddy resolving model of the cir-
cumpolar circulation in the Southern Ocean and from a model of the 
thermohaline induced circulation and water mass modification under the 
Filchner-Ronne Shelf !ce. Evidently a favourable comparison of model 
results with reality is mainly due to the adequate high resolution of each 
model, which was necessary to simulate the relevant processes on their 
intrinsic scales. 
It also became evident that none of the processes in question could 
be resolved in any respect in the ocean components of the coarse climate 
models used today for investigating natural climate variabilty and man-
made climate trends. The resolution of present coupled ocean-atmosphere 
models have aresolution of 4° to 6° in latitude and longitude (see e.g. 
Cubasch et al. 1992, Manabe et al. 1990) which is totally inadequate to 
implement eddy dynamics, convection, shelf and slope processes and even 
the thermohaline processes of air-ocean-ice interaction, all of which have 
a particular importance in the immediate region of the Southern Ocean 
as well as substantial influence on the rest of the world ocean. 
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